UNL 205
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY GUIDELINES

The final annotated bibliography should contain NINE items:
(one item = one citation + one annotation)

- ONE book
- ONE reference book
- ONE scholarly journal article
- ONE popular magazine article
- ONE newspaper article
- TWO websites
- ONE multimedia source or ONE government document
- ONE primary source - if you can justify one of your other sources as primary, you do not need an additional primary source, just list it twice and write a short paragraph explaining why the source is primary.

The bibliography will consist of:
- Your annotated bibliography (9 citations/annotations in alphabetical order by whatever comes first in the citation, normally the author’s last name)
- Label each source with the type of source you are using it for. For example, if the source is to be used as a book, put (book) after the annotation, etc.

The final project is graded as follows:

➔ Citations: 5 points each x 9 citations = 45 points
➔ Annotations: 5 points each x 9 annotations = 45 points
➔ Headings and general organization: 10 points = 10 points

100 points

If a source does not match the intended category (i.e. you give me a website instead of a scholarly article) you will lose all 10 points for that source. Be sure to double check your labels!

*And as usual: email me or stop by my office BEFORE next week when this is due if you have any questions.*